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Election Season 2024 Has Begun
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You can never predict what the 
Supreme Court will do, but my

suggestion for the 14th

amendment /Colorado case is
they end the issue for all time
which can be easily
accomplished.

In 1872 Congress passed the
Amnesty Act by a two thirds
majority in each House.

The Supreme Court can simply
write that the intent of the
Congress was to grant blanket
amnesty and therefore cancel

section 3 of the 14th amendment
going forward. Everyone in civil
war-time knew what "Insurrection"
was.

This will stop any and all
arguments. Once SCOTUS  says:
“Congress acted,” no state or
federal court could try to resurrect

the meaning of the 14th

amendment against Donald Trump
or anyone else.

They can also use due process,
but then the crazies will try to
work around it.  1872 ends this for
all time.

Dennis Prager asks an incredibly
simple  question.

“A high school girl decides that
she is really a boy.”  “How does
she know what a boy is?”
Sometimes it’s that simple

Months ago, I wrote that for Trump
to win the general election, he
must  stop talking about his legal
cases and leave it up to the
lawyers.  He did an interview
where he said there will be trouble
if the court does not overturn

Colorado. He refers to the Jan 6th

convicted as “Hostages.”

If he were in a close race for the
Republican Nomination, I would
 understand why he’s pushing the
base. But according to all polls,
 the results are a foregone
conclusion and he needs to work
on converting the November
electorate..

The vast majority of non-
Republicans believe the January
6th rioters deserve to be
convicted.  Trump’s actions in
talking about January 6th shows a
disconnect. He could state that as
president he would review all
cases comparing to similar
protests/riots and take action if
they were sentenced more harshly
because of their political
affiliation.

The Republican voter is going to
give us a candidate that is
damaged, and our only hope to
win is the Democrats running a
candidate that is dead.

Public service announcement

The reason no one died in the
Japan Airlines flight that exploded
is because no one tried to take
personal belongings off the plane.
They went to the exits empty-
handed.

If you’re ever in the same position
and some idiot  stands in the aisle
looking for something, push them
into the seat or push them down
the aisle. Your life depends on it

If you study the Palestinians you
learn that if you keep people
starving and feed them hate, they
will not rebel. There is a 75 year
history of this

Think about this: 3 or 4 people
give a restaurant a bad yelp
review, and you would never go
there

Tens of thousands of  people say
that the COVID vaccine or booster
made them sicker or killed a
relative and they are lining up with
their children for the next shot.

Someone please explain this to
me? Every day multiple stories
about how a passenger goes on a
plane and someone is sitting in
their seat. They call the flight
attendant, the person moves, then
they post on Tik-Tok and get 2
million views.

Why is this newsworthy?

Trump attorney, Alina Habba
continues the incompetence
parade by specifically naming a
Supreme Court justice and saying
he will step up on Trump v 
Colorado case?

Even if you’re thinking and 
hoping, you never say it.   It gives
the other side ammunition, and
they already control the press.

Mike Pence said that Donald
Trump surrounded himself with
the dumbest attorneys he has
ever seen.  I agree.

Please explain Republican or
Trump clubs making Matt Gaetz a
hero?  There’s a very good chance
we lose our majority before the
2024 election.  The reason I have
no confidence in the Republican
voter is because they would rather
lose an election or a majority
rather than elect a RINO.

Right now our majority is +2.  
Thank you Matt Gaetz supporters.

Another conservative Republican
bonehead play

Reminder- when the Supreme
Court leaked  the Roe decision, I
warned against pushing to the
right too early.  I said the
pushback will be cataclysmic
unless we give it a chance to
settle in, so America sees that
decision did not stop all abortion.

But as predicted, the Right to Life
crowd started pushing near-total
abortion bans, so the left and the
center started pushing back hard.

Florida will have a constitutional
amendment for a 24 week abortion
and it has a good chance of
passing.

Many Republicans given a choice
between 6 weeks and 24 weeks
will vote for 24 weeks.

All you had to do was allow
people to get used to 15 weeks,
grow a national consensus, and
then push to the right from there.

Alan’s Meme of the Week

Joe Biden does not negotiate with
terrorists. He finances them.

Sponsored message

Alan can review the decisions you made in open
enrollment and point out any better options.

ACA Open Enrollment Still Available

  Alan Huber is an experienced Medicare and Health Insurance Agent.

He is licensed across the USA, and helps Republicans make smart
insurance decisions.

Alan has a reputation for explaining Medicare options so simply that you
feel confident in your decisions.
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